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**Reviewer's report:**

In revised form of the manuscript much of the grammar and interpretation problems seem to be resolved. However, on page 4, first sentence still needs to be revised. “Man” should be “man” and “.....has been investigated in most recent years as a treatment for multiple disorders, including lower urinary tract dysfunction” should be corrected to “recently, ....has been investigated in the treatment of multiple disorders, including lower urinary tract dysfunction”

Page 5, last sentence of introduction. “In addition the evolution of total serum PSA, lower urinary tract symptoms and urinary........”, word evolution should be corrected to evaluation.

I see that Discussion section is extensively revised and now seems to be well-understood by the readers.

A check for references will be needed too.

Finally, I would recommend a brief overview of manuscript by language editor for minor language mistakes.

**Level of interest:** An article whose findings are important to those with closely related research interests

**Quality of written English:** Needs some language corrections before being published

**Statistical review:** No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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